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Step1: Select the Correct Ear Dome Size 
a)

Not Secure OK

Test Ear Dome size by attaching an  
Ear Dome to the Tubing before inserting 
Ear Dome into ear canal.

Attach Ear Dome to Tubing
a) Hold the Elbow of the Tubing with  
one hand and hold the ‘mushroom’  
top of the Ear Dome with the other hand.

b) Push the Ear Dome over the ridges  
on the end of the Elbow.

c) Pull lightly in the reverse direction  
to make sure the Ear Dome is  
attached securely.

b)

c)



Ear Canal
Repeat with different sized Ear Domes  
to find the best fit for you. 

Step2: Insert Ear Dome in Ear Canal

Hold the Elbow of the Tubing, with Ear  
Dome attached, and insert Ear Dome  
with gentle pressure into the ear canal.  
The ‘mushroom’ top of the Ear Dome  
should fit snug not tight.

Test Ear Dome for fit 
Nod your head up and down and side  
to side while simulating chewing; if the  
Ear Dome slips out easily, it is too small. 



a) Attach the PRO Earhook to the  
threaded end of the Hearing Aid Body  
by gently pushing and twisting  
approximately 3 revolutions. 

b) Place the Hearing Aid Body  
behind the ear so the Earhook rests 
comfortably on top of the ear (outside  
of any eyewear). Insert Ear Dome,  
with Tubing attached, into ear canal,  
and align Tubing next to Earhook. 

c) Use a pen and mark a line on the  
Tubing ABOVE the bottom of the  
Earhook tip. Cut Tubing at marked line.

Mark and Cut Here

Overlap

Measure twice,cut once!
Please note: Tubing must be measured  
and cut separately for each of your ears.

Step3: Attach the Earhook and Cut Tubing Length
a)

b)



a) Attach Tubing to Earhook by pushing 
the Tubing up onto the Earhook tip.

b) Twist the Tubing back and forth until 
the Tubing slides OVER the Earhook tip.

Step4: Attach Traditional Tubing to Earhook

Make sure the ‘mushroom’ top portion of 
the Ear Dome points into the ear canal.

a)

b)



IMPORTANT: If the Ear Dome is not 
positioned securely in your ear canal,  
the Hearing Aid may whistle when it is 
turned on. This is normal. Once the  
Ear Dome is properly inserted in  
your ear canal, the whistling should  
stop. (See User Manual pages 24-25  
for more Troubleshooting tips.)

a) Place the Hearing Aid Body over  
the top of the ear so the curve of the  
Earhook rests comfortably (outside  
of any eyewear). 

b) Insert Ear Dome with gentle  
pressure into the ear canal until  
the Ear Dome fits securely.

Hearing Aid Body

Earhook

Step5: Place Hearing Aid Behind Ear and Insert Ear Dome
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